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Honor Play, A Grand Gaming Phone for a Grand Holiday
Technology News

Jeddah - Saudi Arabia, 27.08.2018, 02:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Honor, the leading smartphone e-brand in the region, has the perfect Eid gift for all the gamers out there. One of
Honor´s most recent releases is the Honor Play mobile phone. From video games to online games, Honor has now introduced
advanced mobile gaming.

Boys and Their Toys

The latest phone from Honor comes in a brilliant Navy Blue and Midnight Black. The phone has a revolutionary processer, GPU Turbo
that is bound to provide smooth gameplay, fast loading and an amazing gaming experience.

Aside from the color, Honor Play promises an extended-long battery life that exceeds any previous model. The pumped-up battery life
is essential for endless hours of watching movies and series and playing games all day. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.
So give your loved one a change to get their jollies on Eid and play all day.

Team Think Pink!

Calling out to all girly girls: Honor has released a unique and beautiful ultra-feminine Ultra Violet color for the very first time in the
region! Make a girl´s Eid by gifting her the Ultra Violet Honor Play. It´s like waking up to a gift from Barbie.

Other than the pretty color, Honor has included an AI Chipset that provides face recognition while taking pictures and enhances
pictures making them look more vibrant. Honor Play is perfect for Eid selfies and mandatory Eid posts on Instagram and Facebook
with the 16MP+2MP rear dual and 16MP front camera.

You do not need a ring light with Honor Play´s latest photography modes. As Honor Play makes portrait art much easier with multiple
studio lighting options from Soft Lighting, Butterfly Lighting, Split Lighting, and Stage Lighting to Classic Lighting.

Availability

Honor Play is available at SAR 1,199 for purchase at Jarir, Extra, Lulu & Honor´s online store in KSA, and at AED1,299 at Honor´s
online store and retail stores.

Eid Mubarak from Honor!
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